Placement
• The following students are placed in Infosys through Anna University Tamilnadu State Level Placement Program conducted @ PSNA College of Engineering, Dindigul on 7.11.2019.
  1. K.R.Geethanaprriya (CSE)
  2. P.Sriram (CSE)
  3. P.Iswarya Devi (ECE)
  4. S.Priyadharshini (ECE)

Faculty Achievements
 cuda Sr.Sajarakaranar, Vice-Principal received “National Educational Excellence Award” from Beginup Research Intelligence Private Limited, Bangalore on 09.11.2019.

PALS Activities
Faculty - IPT & Industrial Training
• ITM PALS organized an Industrial Visit for faculty members to Sree Ayyanar Spinning and Weaving Mills Ltd., Virudhunagar on 07.11.2019. Mr.A.Srinikumar, AP/EEE, Mr.G.Prabhu Ram, AP(SG)/MECH. & Mr.V.Rajesh, AP(SG)/ECE took part in the visit. The faculty members learnt about the implementation of IoT in Textile mills in the collection and interpretation of data.

Faculty Participation
• The following Faculty members have been provided sabbatical leave to be trained on “Advanced Training in AI Deep Learning” at NVIDIA-Deep Learning Institute at Bennett University, Noida, NewDelhi from 10.11.2019 to 10.12.2019.
  Dr.K.Karthikeyan, Assoc. Prof./EEE,
  Mr.K.Vignesh Saravanan, AP/CSE,
  Mr.R.Deiva Nayagam, AP/ECE,
  Mr.S.Valai Ganesan, AP/MECH,
  Mr.K.Amudhan, AP/MECH.

Workshop

Faculty Development Program
• Mr.E.Thangam, AP(SG)/EEE attended a Two-Week AICTE sponsored FDP on “Application of Soft Computing Techniques to Power Quality & Energy Conservation Issues in Renewable Energy Systems” organized by PSNA College of Engineering & Technology, Dindigul from 04.11.19 to 17.11.19.

Guest Lecture
• Centre for Women Welfare Safety and Progress conducted a Guest Lecture on “Awareness on Waste, Sanitation and Hygiene” on 7.11.2019. The Chief Guest was Ms.Sweta Celine Xess, Eco Work, Auroville, Ms.Shyamala, Trust Coordinator accompanied. 50 students attended and were benefited.

MoU
• Ramco Institute of Technology signed an MoU with Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited on 04-11-2019.

Faculty Online Course
• Mrs.N.Nithya, AP/CSE attended Awsome Day Online Conference on 06-11-2019.

Fine Arts and Cultural Club
• Fine Arts and Cultural Club of RIT conducted Singing Competition for I year students on 09.11.2019. The prize winners are:
  I Prize- Vaishnavi Rajam.R, I CSE
  II Prize- Shrinithimeena M and Vinothini Rajam.R, I ECE-B
  III Prize-Vijay Balaji.N, I CSE.